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1INTRODUCTION
This investigation deals with a series of column
tests of aluminum I-sections which have a perforated web.
Specifically. the tests show that the weight is decreased
wi thou.t decrease in strength..
Several basic assumptions are made in the design of
a column. The physical action of a column is idealized
in the derivation of formulae which will predict within
reasonable limit s the load which the member will sustain.
In a given installation of non-homogeneity of material.
kinks. uneven bearing). lack: of synlLletry due to riveting or
welding. stress concentration and many other disturbing
factors not in agreement with these assumptions may be
present.
This investigation will deal with one of these factors,
namely. the effect u.pon column action of a discontinuity
present in the cross-section af a column. The scope of
~e investigation is limited to an I-section. The type of
discontinuity is a circular hole placed at the mid-point of
the web of the I-section.
The abjective is to determine if the conventional
d.esign formula use d. with this rnate rial is applicable to
this non-ideal column.
2SCOPE OF PROBLroa
The problem of determining the effect o:f removing a
portion of the area o:f column section upon the critical
load. was first thought of in connection with rectangular
sections. Past experience would ind.icate that the magni-
tude of this effect would be considerable. RoV/ever t con-
ventional form.ulae employeQ in the design of constant
section columns, and. variable section columns will not
predict this effect.
Careful investigation of all available literature
failed to reveal an answer to this problem. Since this
is essentially a stru..ctural problem~ the attention of the
writer was dra\ivu to a more tYIJical structural section
other than rectangular. The particular section decided
upon was the I-section t since the axis of rotation about
which failure would take place could be predicted..
The size, shape" and. position of the o::gening are
factors that must be considered. in this investigation.
Since it, is d.esired that the removed. material 'produce unit
:failure o:f the column and not special local effects which
would lead to column failure,. the :gosition of the removed
material along the longituclinal axis of the member should
be at a critical section. Placement of the opening at or
near the ends of the ~mber would tend to pr oduce a local
buckli.ng effect or a serious increase in the compressive
stresses which in turn would cause column failure. Since
uni t failure of the member was d.esired. such a location
was ruled out. Anotber critical section is found at tre
midpoint of the longitudinal axis. Local effects again
would be serious at this section if the opening were loca-
ted in the flange. Rowever. when the location of the
0Ilening in the web was consid.ered,. the effect seemed doubt-
ful.
The next problem to decide is the shape of the open-
ing. Since abrupt changes of section ~roduce large stress-
concentrations,. it is desirable to consider only a circular
opening or one of elliptical cross-section. As in the case
of these openings,. the change of section is gradual. and
the stress-concentration factors are reduced. l~chining
difficultie s in the preparation of an elliptical hole,.
however,. precluded further consideration of this type of
opening,. thus the effect of a circular hole was chosen for
investigation.
Size of the hole was the next factor to be d.etermined,
and since a large hole would remove the most material and.
thus the red.uction of the cross-section would be a maximum,
it wa.s decided. to employ a maximum siz.ed circular hole in
the web of the I-section.
The cross-sectional area of the section studied was
limited.. by the car>acity of the available equipment,. a
4sixty thou.sand. pound hydraulic '.tinius Olsen Universal
Testing machine. rhe maximum length of specimen that this
machine will accommodate is fifty nine inches.
Since the effect of the opening upon critical load
might vary over the L/r range. it was necessary to select
a section which could. be tested at least over the inter-
mediate column range. .Aluminum. a common structural.
material which has a high strength-weight ratio. was
selected for this stu.dy because a special 2i inch I-section
was available and otherwise satisfied the experimental
limitations of the testing e~uipment to be used.
Selection of a 6,1.ST-4 altmlinum aJ.~o7 was decided upon
because of the balance of the properties of ductility and
(1 )
brittleness exhibited by this aluminum allOY. This alloy
has outstanding characteristics of good strength. and the
best eold workability of heat treated. alloys. It is one of
the most widely used structural aluminum alloys. The alloy-
ing constituents are .25% Gu. I~Mg. and .25% Cr. 51ST is
available with the usual commercial temper of ~-4 and T-5.
The T-4 was selected since it is more ductile than the fully
heat-treated and aged T-6 alloy.
Use of this alloy would permit the range of tests to
extend from L/r of 40 to an rJr of no. The extant nf
these tests being determined by the capacity of the machine
and the radius o~ gyration of the test sectiQn.
(1) J. L Van den Broek. me ory 6! tJilii t Des~gn.
~ohn Wiley and. Sons, PP. 121. ~32.
The only references which the writer was able to dis-
cover in connection with this or similar problems were two
(2 )
in number. The first of which was published report
concerning tests performed by the Bureau of Standards to
determine the effect of an elliptical hole in the cover-
plate of a column; however~ these tests failed to indicate
an answer to the problem of this llaper.
(3}(4)
The second reference concerned an investigation
relative to the effect of holes in the outstanding legs of
an angle section employed as a compression member. This
report indicated that by removing material from the cross-
section the ductility of the member was increased and this
might prove to be beneficial rather than detrimental in
effect on critical load..
The problem at hand. seemed. to lend itself to labora-
tory investigation rather than a rigorous analytical
approach.
ltJETROD OF TEST
The bUDc of previous column investigation depended.
upon simultaneous recordings of load and lateral-Ciefor-
mation. From a plot of load versus lateral d.eformation~
the critical. load was determined approximately as the
(2 ) A. H. stang, B. S.. Jaffee, Perforated Cover Plates
for Steel Columns,. u. S. Bureau of standard.S~.. Journal
Research Vol. 40) N2,. February 1948. (RP1861 J
3". A.. Van den Broek. Effects of Connections and. Rivet
Roles on TIuctility and. strength of Steel Angles. Civil
Engineering. February 1940. p ..40.
Van den Broek, Op.cit.) 1>p. 127, 132.
6ultimate load. resisted by the specimen. Because of the
desirability of more clos ely :pre dieting the col'U.lJlU load,
(5)
R. V. Southwell developed in 1932 a method. of predicting
critical load where failure occurs in the elastic range.
In Southwellts original proposal, it was necessary that
the initial deflection reading be taken at the zero load..
In the vicinity of tile zero load., deflection readings are
usually somewlJat questionable .. Becau_se of this liruitation,
(6 )
a more general method was suggested by E. E. LundQuist
where the original readings could be ta}cen at any load. less
than the cri tical load. J.iundquist proved that ld-d,) versus
lc5-c\,) -;- (P-P, j is also a straight line, where (8-d,) is the
amount by which the deflections are increased from P to Pl.
The inverse slope of this line is then a measure of the
crit ieal 100. d.
( 'l )
Timoshenlco also proved that this relationship is
true when there is some eccentricity in the application of
the load.. ~his is a particularly v~luable fact vfuen it is





R.. V.. Southwell, On the .Analysis of Experime l1tal
Observations in Problems of Elastic ~tability,
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London,. Series A,
Vol. 135" .I>p. 601-616, April 1932.
E .. E. LundQuist, Generalized Analysis of Experimental
Observations in Problems of Elastic Stability,
N. A. C. A. T. N. No. 658, 1938.
S. Timoshenlco" Theory of Elastic Stability,
Engine eril'lg So cie tie s Eonographs, };IcGraw-Hill J Firs t
Edition, 1936. p. 177.
(8)
Wang extended Sautlnvell ts me thad. of cri tical load.
calculation to cases of inelastic action and further
applie d the use of electrical resis "liaJ.lce strain gages to
measure accurately the maximum strains in the column to
c.alc.ulation of critical load. Thus from a plot of ~[7 P
versus P, the measure of the critical load is obtained
from the slope of the line. The ffmodified. Southwell Plot Tf
was employed in this investigation.
In determination of column strength, a very important
factor is the "'unsu:pl'orted. or effective length lT of the
member. To simplify this calculation, TIhich is directly
dependent upon end-conditions of the column, it was decided.
to effect pin end conditions.
~wo devices which would. obtain this condition were
(9 )
consid.ered.. ~rirst ,. the Van den Broek coluIIll1.-end consist-
ing of two partial spheres each seated in a ring. The
complete assembly is so designed that a load can be trans-
mitted through the spheres to the c.entroid of the cross-
section of the specisens. Second, the Barlmv column-
(10)
end, cOl1sisting of a steel load.ing bar mounted. between
twa ball bearings which are held in a rigid. frame.. The
(8) C".ai Tah Wang, Inelastic. Column Theories ancl an
Analysis of EXperimental Observations, .Tournal of
Aeronautical Sciences, Vol .. l5, PI).. 283-292, lYfay 1948.
19} J'. A.. Van clen Broek, Rational Column Analysis,
Engineering .Tournal of the Engineering Institute of
Canada, TIecemoer 1941; Discussion in E1Jgineering
J'ournal, .Tune 1942.
tlO }Eoward. W.. Barlo\7 t .A.. Fixture for Obtaining Pin-end
C'onditions in Column Testing, .Tournal of Aeronautical
sciences, December 1939,. Vol. 7" pp. 72-74.
sload.ing bar is notched. to a d.epth equal to exactly one-
hall the d.iameter of the bar. .it flat surface is thus
I>rovicled. upon which to rest the end of the column being
tested~ and the arrangement permits the end. of the speci-
men to rotate about the axis of rotation of the bar. In
this device, the effective length of the column is the
actual length of the sI>ecimen.
Because of the ease of machinability and the fact
that the axis of rotation could be predicted. it was deci-
ded to use the Barlow column-end for this investigation.
Values of the fixity coefficient were reported by Barlow
to be .996 indicating that the amotmt of friction due to
the ball bearings was a minimum.
TIetails of the Barlow column-end connection were not
available; therefore, the design of the colunm ends was
executed. by the writer with modificationB aI>plied for
width of the loading bar and capacity. both of which were
gu.id.ecl by the specimen reg,uiremel1ts. New Departure Ball
Bearings Nuuber 41511 were used for the fixture. A low
carbon steel was emI>loyed. for the loading bar and. the
stand.ards. _fil. surfaces were surface ground. Detail
draWings of the colmm~-end fixture are includ.ed in this
paper.
SPEGll!EN PREEA.RATION
Various lengths of the specimens were prepare.d. accord-
ing to an L/r interval of ten ranging in value from an L/r
of 40 to· an. L/r of no. The lengths were m.easured to the
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nearest one-thousandth. and the faces were nilled parallel
&ld perpendicular to the web. When possible~ the ends
were milled without moving the speclllen in the vise of the
milling machine. upon completion of the milling operation,
the specimen ends were checked vdth a steel square.
Initial straightness of the specimens were determined
by :placing the specimens an a true surface. This method.,
however~ only afforded a check on the flanges. Initial
straightness of the web was not determined. The Aluminum
Company of limerica which furnished the special I-section
tIl)
stated that the commercial tolerance for straightness
of extruded shapes to be .0125 inches allowable <leviation
from straight per foot of length, and the tolermlce for
twist. in extruded. shapes to be _~o times the length. T'Ais
twist not to exceed. 5°. The lengths furnished. were fifteen
feet.
Location. of the holes in the web was d.ouble checked.
from both ends of the specimen and. from both sid.es. In
some cases .. it was found that although the hole was accu-
rately centered on one side of the specimen a variation of
several one-hund.red.ths of an inch was f0U11Q vmen the hole
was located from the other side of tbe I-section. 1~e
holes were milled. and are Ol1e inch d.iameter :plus or minus
one thousandth inch.
(n) ALCOA structural Handbook,. Aluminum Company of
America, 1948,. tables 52, 53,. 1>. 176.
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Electrical resistance gages. SR-4, type A-I2 were
selected for the tests. The controlling factor in the
selection of this particular gage was space limitations.
the width of the outstanding flange being one-eighth of an
inch. The A-12 gage has a trim-width of one eighJvh inch
and. trim length of one inch. The gages were mounted at
the midpoint of the column specimen located on the layout
lines for the hole in the web. The alignment of the gages
was facilitated. by scribe lines at right angles to the
center line of the hole. The gages were mounted accorcling
(12)
to the manufacturer T s instructions vd tIl the exception
that drafting tape was used to apply the necessary pressure
to the gage while the bonding agent dried. Only one faulty
gage, among some sixty in number used in the investigation.
failed to develop a good bond. Also since this was one of
the first group of gages that the writer applie d to the
specimens. the failure was probably due to ineA~erience or
faulty techni~ue employed by the writer. Twenty-four hours
clrying time was allowed to elapse before any of the s1>eci-
mens were tested. The lead. wires were soldered. so as to
produce a good mechanical and electrical connection.
The electrical resistance gages operate on the prin-
cipIe of change of electrical resistffilce caused by strain
in the conductor. Essentially, the gage consists of a
length of very fine wire arr~1ged in various patterns.
(12) Row to AP:ply Ba.ld.win SR-4 strain Gages, The Bald.win
Locomotive Works, Bulletin No 279B,. Philadelphia,Pa.
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This wire is bonded to a paper base or into a wafer-tlrin
matrix of paper impregnated with Ba};:elite. In use,. the
gage is cemented firmly to the specimen or member to be
tested 2 al'ld is strained. uniformly with the test piece, in
either tension or compression.
TIiagrammatio Sketch - SR-4 Strain Gage - Type A-12
li'igure 1
An electrio current is passed through the wire.
Change of resistance of the wire varies vlith the applied
strain, and. this change of resistance, as measure a. by
appropria te instru.D.l.e nt s, is a ve'rlJ ac c'lU'ate measure of the
strain. The measurir€ instrument may be a simple potent-
ometer. or a good ~~eatstone bridge with a sensitive
galvanometer. or it may be an electronic strain indicator
(13)
such as the Baldwin Type K. An instrument of the latter
type vms used for the tests.
(13) Bulletin 226" Baldwin Locomotive 'Norks,
Philadelphia. Fa.
l3
DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL TEST
The 60~OOO pound Tinius Olsen Universal Testing
machine was calibrated by means of a proving ring and all
loads were fOtL~d to have an accuracy within three per-cent
of indicated values. The 30~OOO pound range of this
machine was used. Since with this type of testing machine,
it is impossible to prevent slight rotation of the weigh-
ing table~ this fact must be kept in mind in the interpre-
tation of test results. A gear driven type machine in
t14)
which this cond.ition is eliminated is the desirable type
to be used. in column tests, but this e<luipment was not
available.
The photograph of the test set-u]? shows the column
ends in place. The upper fixture held rigidly in place
and the lower column end resting on the weighing table
of the testing machine. ihe column ends were carefully
aligned by lowering the oovable head until the upper column
end was in contact with the lower column end. ynen the
standard.s were aligned by means of a steel straight edge,
checking all faces to be parallel and in the same plane.
This procedure for alignment of the column ends was faith-
fully executed for all tests.
me sIlecimen was centered. aIlproximately by eye; scribe
lines on blued. surfaces of the specimen being made coinci-
dent with the scribed center-lines of the load.ing bar.
(14} W. R. Osgood, ~etters to the Editor, Journal ot




After the s~eaimen was in place, a 50 pound load was
ap:plied., and the specimen was held in J?lace by means of
small screws mOD.:'1ted. on the load.il1g bar. These screVlS
served tv/a ~urposes: (l} to hold. the specimen in place
and. L2} to permit fine adjustments in the lateral position-
ing of the specimen.
Since basically the principle of ope rat ion o:f the
strain indicator is that of a Wheatstone bridge, if gages
115
are connecte d. in arms "A lt and. !TB fT of the bridge, then
bend.ing strains ind.ependent of any uniform stress that may
fV1EASURING GAG£.S






be present and automatic temperature com~ensation results.
The method of TtCentering Under Load TT was employed in the
aligument of the specllilens. A load was ap~lied to the
specirnen and the unbalance of the bridge which measured
the bend.ing strains due to the eccentTically applied load
was noted. ~~e position of the upper end. of the column was
adjusted. after the load was red.uced to 50 POilllds tUltil the
value of the beneling strains ...yere eClual to or less than
2 micro-inches at a load of 4000 pOllilds. Tne choice of
these values are arbitrary.. Calculations show this value
to be very small.
lI5} SR-4 Bonded ~etalectric Strain Gage. BUlletin 155.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Fa.
SIle c imen. in. :2lace in. Te st ing :r.lachine
Figure 4
l6
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liter the COlUL'1n TIas satisfactorily aligned.,. the lead
vrires from the strain gages were s.o arra..YJ.ged as to measure
clirect stress. A.. switching unit ViaS employed so that
measurements of strain from the varioQs gages co~ld be
fa0ilitated. Increments of load were a:p~lied at a slow
unifo~m rate. The load vras maintained. at a constant value




The strain indicator was balanced by illeans of the
coarse and fine adjustments of the rheostat 8~Q the value
of the strain due to direct stress was obtained by sub-
tracting the indicated value from the base reading. It
was necessary to subtract these reaclLlgs from the base
reading as the resistance of the gages is decreased with
compressive stresses. 'the strain inclicator is so designed
as to give direct readings of strain. In the region of
the critical load, the process of balllilcing the strain
indicator beoame more difficult. Alt~ough the applied
load was constant, the strain increased. fhus only strain
values of gages located. on the outstanding flanges of the






Gage location on cross-section
Figure 6
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ll'J'I'ER.PRETATION OF TEST DATA.
Load was applied to. the specimen at a uniform rate
a:f. approximately 0.05: inch.es: per minute. A.t various
values of 1.oad.. the value of strain f'rom the f'ive SR-4
strain gages was record.ed whi1.e the 1.oad was maintained
at a c onstant val.ue.. OVer-runs o:f the l.oad were guarded
against". although occasionally it was necessary to remove
part of: the load so that the desired load increment could
be obtained.
The average duration of test was one and half hours.
It was attempted to obtain a simultaneous record of l.oad
and strain. and after the operators gained familiarity
with the equipment, all. readings of the f'ive strain gages
were record.ed within a few seconds. Irowever. in the region
of the critical load. the strain values indicate that the
p~stic region of' the stress-strain curve had been entered.
When this co:ndi tion a.f. tt"near-eri tical-loadlit: occured, it waS
0Illy possible to record values ot Gage #2 and Gage f/:4. The
action of the column was such that although t..'le load was
constant. the strain continued to increase. It was there-







Load cieflection Curve for Axially loaded Bars
:Pigure '(
The load. d.ef.lection curv~l~~ually obtained. in the
laboratory is the OD portion of the total cu-~e. nue to
inaccuracies of one sort or another. d.eflection begins at
very small loads but progresses very slowly as long as the
loaci is far below critical. and progresses very rapidJ.y
when the load approaches the critical value. The more
accurately the bar is. made and loaded. the more nearly the
cu~ve approaChes the theoretical curve AOB.
The method used. for determining the critical load was
the "1,:0 ciif ie d. Southwellft plot of 6£--;' P versus 6 [, . .An
eJI.'J)lanation of this fJlethod is as folloW's. Figure 8 repre-
sents a length of column under load. TILe loacis applied. at
the end.s o~ the column cause the originally straight section
to becrome slightly curved. The plane cross-section FE
rotates through an angle of dO to the new position FIE'.
(16) S. Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Part II,
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by definition from calculus.
. 2.
If· the curvatl.l.:"Ce is small then the term ifJJ.. is small and(~)
(/)& d¥
is very small. Thus it is seen tba t the value of the
d.enominator approaches one.
I~ the column is not quite straight initially, then the
expre ssion d~ is replaced by~ _ d;' or d:1.('i -.'1.) •
d~:Z tI~~ "J?~ dx. 2
where Yo is tm initial 6.eflection of t'J!e column axis from
the line of thrust. The form of y will now depend upon
YOt both quanti ties being regard.ed. as functions of Je,
provid.ed that Yo vanishes at either end of the columnt
The bent form of equilibrium of an ideal




or j' c~ dA = P
A ,
or ~ Ox:. '( dA.: -P.y
where 6X is the normal stress acting at an arbitrary point
of the cross-section whic ... is at a eli stance of 'l from the
23
oentroidal axis, A is the cross-sectional area, y is the
deflection of the section of ~~e section from the centroi-
dal axis, &1d the integration is taken over the whole cross-
sectional area.
Assuming tl~t a plane perpendicular to the centroidal
axis of the column remains plane after bending, the x-com-
ponent of t..l-).e strain l.~) at an a.rbi trary point in the
section, is given by~
vvhcr4 Co = :;I--,.Q;n dUIr
-I-<J QVo;q/ /06~ P \








where s is the
axis and e is the angle
between s and the x-axis.
Upon completion of the indicated operation, Eq. 1
becomes:
.&=CL.
n = I 2. 3 t: -I-c .) / J
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[f-(+.f') 'nl (3" - Sn) ~ b ~ nJ s/n (nrrJ') = 0 .. ~.4a
n=I L
W /'It:.n )(, = ; .J dncl ,,= / ~),e,., s/n (/'17. It ) =/
~J~nZ(~,,-d-") +£ <5,., =0(TJ EI
Ti'Zn L P) _ -$ rrLn'"__ T"- _ n _
L2. EI LZ.
~n -;:. -dn (I)
[ -/ + f2'ffZ/iJ
LZ
~ = C 7JI2.EL-n
L2.
wh~Y(2 C = CO(2~; of e rlcl ~/x;fy
~ l') ::. $n
[1- ~;;J
- ~!L - __1__--
.- ~.' Id I -_1::..-_ I










It is well known that the differential equation , 4
will have a non-trivial solut1on only when
P" = C TJ'z. EI n
LZ.
The smalle8t value of P is at n= 1 and is equal to
Per ~ C 71' ~ f..--.I
L~
where Par: critical Ioa~
A «eneral s~lution of Equation 14 _ay be found by
8xpressinc y and Yo 1n terms of Fourier Series.
Eq. :>
~
~o=L -Sn SIn (n~~)
n~1
where Sr"l and ~~ are OOD8tants.
By performln~ the indioated operations or Eq. 4
000
lTl~C .)
L- L 0-'1 n c.,o.s 'f !!'L-~
~=/
q<:J
_d!J- :: -(~)~-d~ ~ ~ S/n (n-z~)d~;J..
"7 =1
d.LJ! QO
~ _7T!. L- J-:-" 17 COS(~ '[~)d~ L1 n
/)-.::../
4~ cJC>
= -tfl)L ~~ ~ In (YI}!)dx.- A -- Q) r)L ')
/') =: I
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30 -==- ~.2 51-n ~Tl.' =- 0
by oonsideration of the relative m~nitude8 of the Eq. 6
we see that the oenter deflection ~ I 1s approX1mately equftl
to (J, - £.. ) 1. e.
l /- J:?_ lPCY .J
• • • Eq.7
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Now by differenti8tin~Eq. 5 twice and combining
the result with Equations 7 and 2 in the tollawin~ manner:
. c:IO.
d('j-:J-) -:=.~-J.)L nTJ7_c.d.5n:rr;:,




-= - C$ - II )(1I'):J. \-- n;). ..5; n n 7l't:
\L ~I L
when nal, and x= Liz we have
Then sUbst1tut1n« the expressions from Bq. 7 & 2 we
have
t:l. - £., - ~ [=- ~( .J1l . t-
Ut _I/--d
Thus it 1s seen that 1t~ is plotted a~a1n8t
p
~[ the result 1s a straight line. The inverse slope of
this line is then a measure ot the lond.
'l'he reBulta otthe «r'a.ph will show the loads which
are equal to or greater than the estimated load. This
tact was confirmed when the analysis of the data for this
1nv6sti&8t1on was completed. Two exceptions were sp6ci-
men'a nuabers 10, and 13, which had critical loads
estimated by the Moditied Southwell method Qr ma~nltudeB
les8 than the estimated load 88 determined in the laboratory.
Conditions o:f the test (specimen. location, manner,
anti. rate of applied load) serve as an eX];Jlanation o:f this
situation. Thus the critical load is less than the ulti-
ma te load which occured at a large deflection. In this
report, the definition of the critical load is that load
which occurs vlnen the load deflection curve becomes
asymptotic.
Front View of Specimens After Test




Initial lJoad. 125 Ibs. Speciaen No. 2
Base .rl.eading 6000 micro-inc:les .:Ja te January 7, 1950
J."ength 26 • '1 inche s
JJr ratio 6b.7
-
Load ~A.O"e Number (10- 0 in. )
llbs.l 1 2 3 4 5 Remarks
1000 ti925 5955 5965 5955 l"aulty
2000 ~830 5900 5918 5900 Gage
4000 5648 5700 5812 5775
6000 5640 5643 5703 5650
8000 5275 5515 5595 5532
10000 50aO 5385 b485 5392
12000 4880 5254 5375 5265
14000 4660 5125 5265 5135
16000 4395 4938 4988 5155 Gage 2 and 3
18000 4065 4832 5035 48Z,2 reading
19000 3862 4738 4972 4738 questionable
19400 3770 4690 4945 4688
19800 3550 4640 4915 4640
20200 3520 4585 4890 4585
20600 3415 4510 4855 4515
2080j 3305 4490 4835 4490
21 00 3235 4428 4810 4450
21100 3173 4402 4802 4435
21200 3140 4390 4790 4420
21300 3110 4360 4'130 4402
21400 3082 4345 4775 439ti :?luctuation of
21500 3040 4319 4762 438S pO'.'Ter occured
21600 3010 4290 4755 4380 d.'n~il16 latter
21700 2925 4245 4'740 4380 p2~ase of test
21800 2890 4220 4730 4385
21900 2820 4160 4718 4390
22000 27b5 4110 4700 4390
22100 2660 4020 4680 4425
22200 2550 3S10 3660 4480




Initial .Lo~d. 50 Ibs.
Initial heading 6000 miero-LlChes S.pe eimen :No. 5
Length 48.3 inches Date January 25 t lS50
L/r ratio .LIO
-
Load !laO'e Uumbel'" (10- 0 in.)
(lbs.) 1 2 3 4 0 rl.emarks
2000 5852 5909 5967 5936 5850
4000 5681 5846- 5920 5850 5682
6000 5505 5884 5870 5784 5518
70JO 5412 5785 5848 5764 5434 J:'re dieted
8000 5320 5773 5820 5760 0353 Ultif·,ate by
8500 5272 5746 5810 5760 5317 ?ormula 12,900
3800 5242 5735 5800 5770 5293
9000 5225 5730 5800 57'15 5~80
<3200 5206 5722 5792 5782 5266
9400 5185 5716 5789 5792 5250
9450 5180 5714 5787 5794 5251
9500 5278 5722 5786- 5849 5244
9550 5170 5712 5782 580U 5240
9600 5164 5712 578Z 5803 5238
9'700 ':;708 5810
98QO 5140 5700 57'/7 .J820 5.:.::,zLJ:
9900 5700 5826
1U000 5120 5692 5770 5834 5210
10100 5110 5690 5770 5846 5203
10200 51;JO 5687 5'768 5853 5199
10300 5680 5865
10400 [3076 5676 5760 5878 5184
10500 5670 5890
10600 5000 ti660 5757 5910 5222
10'100 565'7 5756- 5927
10800 5030 5650 5752 5947 5162
10900 5640 5749 5967
11000 5005 e636 5750 5983 5152
lliOO 4987 5626 5742 6014 5148
11150 5620 5740 6030
11200 4970 5616 5740 6046 51,12
11250 5615 5740 6058
11300 4953 5607 5737 6080 51L.::0
11350 5602 5736 G099
11400 4940 5600 5736 6120 5139
114bO 5596 5733 6140
11500 4924 5590 5730 0165 5136
11550 5578 5729 G207
11600 4898 5570 5'127 6244 5137




In1 t ial Load 50 Ibs.
Base Reading 6000 micro-inches Specimen Ho. 6
~nsth 44 inches Date January 20. 1960
r ratio 100
-
-6Load Ga<.-e i\!UL1b er (10' in A l
Llbs.) 1 2 ;) 4 '"' Hemarksi.J
1000 5995 6000
2000 5878 5942 5945 58683000 5882 5884
4000 5712 5828 5824 56955000 5768 5760 Predicted
6000 5550 57J.0 5698 5025 Ultimate7100 5648 5G23 15,0008000 5380 5598 5565 53529000 5928 5540 5bOO 52689200 5530 5485
9400 5520 5482
9600 5248 5510 5458 52189800 5498 5445




10800 5145 5445 5370 5110
11000 5125 5432 .5358 5092
11200 5422 5340
11300 5418 5333




11800 5052 5392 5295 50ZC>
11900 5388 5285
12000 5030 5380 5275 5000
12100 5380 5270
12200 5375 5265
12300 5005 5370 5255 4972
12400 4995 5365 5245 4964
12500 5360 5238
12600 4975 5358 5230 4945
12700 5352 5220
12800 4966 5349 5212· 4925
12900 5345 5205
13000 4940 5340 5198 4908
13100 5338 5185
13200 ~918 5335 5175 4885
Table 3
LOAn-STRAIN DATA
.lni tia1 .Loa d 50 Ibs•
Ba.a·.u;.ae.a;~·i';' 6000 micro-inches Specimen No. G (contd.)
Length 44 inches Date January 26. 1950
rJr ratio lOa
-
Load (~J:l.o"A ~rumbe7'" ( 1Q-6 in ... 1
llbs.} 1 2 3 4 5 R&ruarks
13400 4900 5328 5158 4868
13500 5325 5150
13600 4878 5320 5140 4848
13700 4870 5320 5130 4840
13800 5318 5118
13900 4848 5313 5108 4820
14000 5310 5095
14100 4825 5310 5085 4800
14200 5310 ~072
14300 48-02 5310 5060 47~O
14400 5308 5045
14500 477·8 5308 5028 4,858
14700 4750 5312 4995 4'135
14750 5315 498fi
14800 4740 5320 49Bu 4725
14850 5320 4970
14900 4730 5325 4965 4720
14950 5330 4950
15000 4718 5335 4940 4'110
15050 5340 492t5
15100 4700 5345 4915 4700
15150 4695 536Q 4895 4698
15200 5375 4875
15250 5380 4855
15300 4668 5400 4830 4688 Critical loa.d




Initial Load 100 lbs. Specimen Ko. 7




Load. l..Tare Number llO-6in• I
llbs.) 1 2 3 4 5 rte rnarks
2000 b785 5830 5830 5825 5800
4000 5598 5700 5712 5700 5630
6000 5415 5575 3600 5580 5470
7000 5510 5522
BOJO 5228 5448 5482 5468 5303
9000 5380 5·11)




12000 4845 5175 5250 5255 4968
13000 4740 5100 5195 5210 4882
13500 4690 5060 5168 5190 4835
14000 4630 5020 5138 5170 4785
14200 4610 5J05 5125 5165 4770
14400 4590 4985 5115 5100 4750
14600 4555 4960 5110 5150 4720
14800 4533 4945 508S 5150 4705
14900 4935 5148
15000 4505 4925 b075 .5143 4680
15100 4915 5143
15200 4470 4898 5058 5138 4658
15300 4883 tl130
15400 4435 4863 5035 5128 4625
15500 4424 4855 5031 5133 4618
15600 440& 4835 5022 5130 4601
15650 4324 5132
15700 4393 4820 5019 5134 4594
15'750 4812 5138
15800 4379 4808 5010 5139 4584
15850 4798 5140
15900 4362 4790 5002 5142 4570
15950 4787 5149
16000 4339 4767 49':13 5150 4552
16050 4329 4751 4';1';11- 5100 4549
16100 4735 5164
16150 4729 51'70
1620':; 4290 4708 4973 5180 45:21
16250 46S1 5191
16300 4270 4682 4965 5199 4508
16350 4261 4665 4964 5209 4506
16400 4243 4645 4955 5219 4494
16450 4229 4618 4950 5239 4489




lni tial Load 50 Ibs.
Base Read.ing 6~OOO micro-inches Spe c imen No. 9
0Length 3 .8 inche s Date January 28. 1950
L/r ratio ~O
-
Load 11j"umber {10-6 in. }Ga,ze
~1bs.} 1 2 :3 4 5 Remarks
1950 5820 5855 5872 5856 5825
3000 5755 5755
4000 5715 5720
5000 5540 5650 5700 5660 5558
5500 5493 5615 5670 5628 5515
6000 5450 5582 5645 5594 5470
6500 5408 5550 5615 5563 5430
7000 5370 5515 55S0 5532 5390
7500 5480 5000
8000 5275 5446 5530 5468 5300
8500 5410 5435
9000 5185 5380 5475 5404 5215
9500 5344 5374
10000 6062 5308 5418 5340 5125
l0500 5274 5310
ilOOO 5970 5238 5365 5278 5040 ..::.,st lll8. te d
11500 52Q7 5248 cri tical load
12000 5876 51.68 5304 5218 4943 by f 0 r.:mla
12500 5133 51.87 22.700
13000 5779 5100 5250 5158 4850
13500 5062 5123
14000 5025 ~095
14500 5615 4986 51.60 5060 4685
15000 5733 4945 5130 5028 4635
15500 4910 4998
16020 4867 4960
16570 5644 4816 5038 4928 4430
17000 4776 5005 4893 4370
17500 4736 4980 4865 4297
17950 4696 4950 4835 4220
18220 4660 4810
18400 4633 4915 4797 4130
1.8670 4610 4905 4790 ··1:100
18800 4577 4770
19000 4540 4868 4'100 3Coe, ':;J..; ~I-..I
19230 4487 4840 4740 3920
19330 4460 l1740




Ini tia.1 Load. 50 1bs.
Base 2eaa.:i.1JG 6 000 micro-i~c~es Spe ci~2an No. 9 lcolltd.. )




Load :.ia"'"e lrumbe~ (}O-o in_ \
llos. ) 1 2 3 4 5 Remarks
195~0 4398 4013 4730 3830
19600 4370 4300 4?~;0 3818
19'700 4350 47S0 4730 3783
19750 4328 1:.:773 4730 3768
19800 4383 4778 4737 3750
19850 4284 4770 4738 3738
19900 4259 4'7GO 4'144 3724
20000 4190 4740 4765 3650
20070 L1133 4723 4773 3635
20100 4100 4726 4790 3618
20170 4072 4715 4800 3598
20200 4035 4'100 4820 3570
20260 3 40 4685 486~ 3525





Ini t ial Loa d. laO Ibs.
Base Read.ing 6000 micro-inches 8peciman lIo. 10
Length 22 inChes Date January 30. 1950
L/r ratio 'bOA
-.,
Load. Gai!e Number (10- 6 in. )(lbs. ) 1 2 3 4 5 Reoarka
2000 5799 ~838 5849 5841 5818
3000 5708 5770 5790 fJ772 5734
4000 5620 5708 5734 5'110 5655 iistimated
5000 ~643 5645 load by
6000 5445 5580 5622 5583 5492 formula
7000 5513 55113 25~200
8000 5265 5450 5508 5455 5330
9000 5385 5452 5390
10000 5080 5320 5395 5324 5162
11000 4985 5253 5337 5260 5075
12000 4890 5190 5283 5198 4990
13000 5123 5130
14000 4675 5055 5168 5065 4790
15000 4550 4985 5110 5000 4679
16000 4412 4915 5048 4925 4552
17000 4259 4840 4985 4855 4410
18000 4075 4752 4920 4770 4245
1.8200 4040 4734 4910 4758 4212
18400 4018 4715 4895 4740 4192
18600 39aO 4700 4880 4725. ·4155
1.8800 3943 4632 4870 4710 4118
18900 4668 4698
19000 3890 4665 4852 4690 4075
19100 3868 4640 4848 4675 4055
19200 3840 46ZO 4838 4665 4030
19300 3815 4617 4830 4653 4008
19400 3790 4602 4820 4643 3995
19500 3765 4590 4815 4632 3963
19600 3140 4575 4808 4620 3940
19700 3710 4560 4798 4608 39:12
19800 3658 4540 4784 4588 3863
19900 3628 4518 4773 4572 3850
20000 3598 4503 4162 4560 3813
20100 3563 4485 4753 4545 3780
20200 3535 4470 4745 4535 3753
20300 3495 4450 4735 4520 3720
20400 3465 4430 4725 4508 3698




Init ial Load 100 Ibs.
Base rieading 6000 mic ro- incfle s Specioan No. 10 (contd.. )




Load. l~ap:e Uwnber 110- 0 ina J
{10 s. ) 1 2 3 4 .5 tteP.1arks
20600 3382 4388 4703 4478 3620
20700 3342 4362 4690 4463 360,)
20800 3300 4343 4638 4445 3545
20900 3260 4320 4665 4 L130 3510
21000 3225 4300 4655 4417 3476
21100 3175 4273 4640 4400 3430
21200 3128 4248 4625 4375 3385
21300 3070 4212 4610 4365 3340
21400 3010 4185 4595 4350 3285
21500 2950 4150 4578 4332 3230
21600 2892 4115 4562 4318 3185
21700 2835 4082 4548 4304 3148
21800 2790 4045 4530 4285 3095
21950 4000 4505 4270
22000 2650 3965 44S0 4260 2988
22050 ·2524 3915 4475 4255 2950
22100 2470 3900 4465 4248 2<;;20
22150 3885 4245
22200 2S30 3862 4450 4240 2878
22250 2500 3845 4440 4235 2855
22;?00 2468 3820 4430 4230 2823
22350 2425 3790 4420 4228 2800
22400 2400 3?68 4408 4225 2775
22450 2358 3740 4398 4225 2735
22500 2320 3710 4385 4225 2706
22550 2270 3675 4370 4223 2660
22&00 2230 3630 4355 4225 2630
22~50 2175 3590 4340 4230 2600
22700 2130 3540 4325 4235 2550
22750 2082 350b 4310 4238 2528
22800 2040 3455 4295 4245 2485
22850 1990 3418 4280 4250 2447
22900 1920 3340 4250 4255 2390






Initial Load 100 Ibs.
Base Head.ing 6000 micro-iilches Speeiman .No. 10 (contd.}
Length 22 inches - Date January 30. 1950
L/r ratio 50
-
Load (~A.a-A "T.__l-~,... (1 ()-6 in. I























44 L:c'he slao -
40
Specimen ro. 11
Da.te ..B'e bru£1. zrJ 4, 1950
Load U·a.Q"e Tnr·lbe,.. (10- 0 i 11 I(lbs.) 1 2 3 4 5
1000 493 /:1: 4930
2000 4872 4:8'12
3000 4810 4310















































Initial Load bO Ibs.
Base _~eading 5000 micro-i:lChes Specimen No. 11
Length 44 • • lcontd.)l~.c_:es
L/r ratio 100 Date .c"ebruary 4 t 195...1
-
"-
Load ~fLQ"e ','l1mhe~ 110- 0 i 11 )




























~pe cimen No. 12
Date Feorua r.f 4 J 1950
Load Gage Number (10-0- in.. l













































Init isJ. .Load :.10 Ibs.
Base iiead.ing 6000 micro-inches Specimen No. 12
Length 35.2 inches (contd..)
L/r ratio 80 :;)ate February 4, 1950
-
Load Ga,Q"e Numbe~ (lO-6 i '1. )














19400 3772 . 3370
19500 3780 3328
19500 . 3812 3270
19500 3833 3238





l.ni tial .woad. 100 Ibs •
Base n.ead.ing ~OOO mfcro-inches ::ipecimen .l.w.13Length Z;4 inche s lJate .L'ebrU2.J?lJ lIt 1950L/r ratio 60.7
-
Load. \.Tage Number's l10-6 ;11. i














































Initial Load 100 Ibs.
Base Reading 5000 micro-inches Spdcimen No. 13
Length ~.4 inche s tcontd. }
L/r ratio 60.7 Date February li 1950
-
•
Load Gage t -6 in.)~rumber 10



























!5()JO c,icro-LLc:~es Specie1en Iro. 14
~-I}'~~-~_~_~ - .iJa t e Fe b rua ry 11 t 1950
Load
(lbs.) 1
Gaf~e lTwnbers t la-v iL..)



























































































































lni -;:;:;.al Loau. 100 Ibs.
Base Reaclin5 5000 micro-i~c~es Specimen No. 14
Length 39.5 (contd. )






























Init ial Load bO Ibs.
Base iteal:.ing SOJO micro-i~ches Speci:Jen No. 1
Length 30. g inc-Lie S .:Jate Decei;lb~r 13, lS49
IJr ratio 70
-
Load. Gage NUI:lb e" l10- 0 in.}
(1bs. ) 1 2 3 4 5 Remarks
1000 5910 5915 5895 5900 5915
2000 5850 5850 5835 5840 5850
3000 5'780 5790 5770 4'780 5785
4000 5725 573j 5715 4720 5730
5000 5670 5680 5650 5660 5670
6000 5600 5630 5590 5600 5600
7000 5040 5570 5530 5535 b545
8000 5480 5510 5470 5470 5480
9000 5420 54;:)5 5405 5410 5420
10000 5360 5400 5350 5350 5360
ilOOO 5300 5345 5285 5290 5300
12000 5240 5290 5225 ::>220 5240
13000 5180 5240 5170 5180 5185
14000 5115 5185 5105 5U5 5120
15000 5060 5135 5045 5050 5065
16000 4935 5065 4975 4985 4g90
17000 4930 5010 4915 4925 4930
18000 4860 4945 4850 4860 4860
19000 4790 4885 4775 4790 4795
20000 4710 4800 4710 4710 4715
21000 4615 4700 4600 4630 4620 llri tical Load.




lni t iaJ. Load. 50 Ibs.
..:>ase Reading 6000 mlcro-il~ches Specimen No. 3
Length 35.2 L:c::es lJate January 10, 1949L/r ratio mr_.
r
~oau. Ga..ge HU'l1ber ( lQ- 0 in. i
llDs.) 1 2 3 4 5 itemarks
1000 5930 5930 5928 595;. 5933
2000 5868 5881 5868 5912 5879
3000 5800 5862 5802 5877 5819
4000 b738 5848 5740 5842 5761
5000 5672 5835 4681 5812 5703
&000 5600 581.4 5621 5780 3642
7000 5540 5806 5556 5758 5590
8000 5472 5790 5496 5740 5535
9000 5402 5782 5435 5725 5480
10000 5342 5768 5373 5'716 5428
nooo ~268 5752 5312 5'118 5375
12000 5200 5732 5250 5'728 >324
13000 5129 5715 b188 5734 5273
13500 5085 5'109 5150 5732 5248
13600 5080 5718 5148 5734 5240
1.3700 5069 5710 51.38 5'791 5238
1.3800 5060 5706 5130 5800 5231
1.3900 5051. 5700 blZ~ 5811 5228
14000 5038 5705 5112 5830 5221
141.00 5031 5702 5109 5840 f1220
14200 5021 5700 51.00 5854 3215
1.4300 5010 5699 5091 5878 5210
14400 5000 5700 5082 5910 5210
14450 4990 5708 5179 5931 5208
14500 4981 5710 5172 5951 5206
14550 4970 5710 ~068 5975 5202
14600 4930 5689 .5040 6101 5200
14650 4918 5'102 5038 6125 5200
14700 490l 5694 5022 6152 5195
14750 4883 5683 501l 6210 5188
14800 4853 5669 4993 6279 5190 Crit ical







50 Ibs.Gooo r...icrc-Llc:lCS Specinen 1;0. 4
48".3 Lie>.e S • =A?. te Ja:luar""J 25, 1949
110
Load.


















































































































































































































val ~lC S of R a~1d.
A used. in all










DATA FOR SOUTHViELt PLOT
51
:::Jl)ec i:.lCn LW:loer
q ~j 7I'.J \)
6f. ~CTP ~t, ~!i-P ~C ~l;-:-P ~! 6£-f-P
;~2 1.04 30 8.10 132 10.40 80 6.66
66 0.07 120 12.25 175 12.96 160 11.27Ivb '1.56 106 16.28 205 1,:·. '/5 247 10.15
2.30 10.50 20/~ 19. ell :-250 1'1.48 326 20.70
280 ~~.'10 270 25.20 ::>30 22. ::>5 40S 25.45
40'::; 13.30 Z27 30.00 ,,115 27.55 500 30.80
c· . ~ en ~:w.l·Oor..:;pec..L:
9 ID .1 ]<)
.a£. L:1E. ~P Llt ~£i-P £it.. ~C.7P L:!l. 6£';'P
(·1 3.57 75 3.71 13 'oJ. 37 69 4.26
11'7 6.J8 143 6.'72 137 S. ~19 I') ~ 0.94~o
220 11.58 :'::'40 11.J2 188 1::... !tb 200 IJ.65
307 15. 'f j ;),:8 ID.'15 30J. 1';,. :~4 296 15.48
454 22.JC' l,aO 18.38 382 2J<~ .15 402 20.70
5'75 28. '/ 0 515 22.90 4.'"' " 2S.StO b95 30.50_0 .....
Specimen l,umber
13 ",4
At. 6~i-P Lit. 6E.-t- P
16 .72 56 4.59
21 .941 143 9.54
40 1.785 231 14.00
185 3.22 310 19.25
808 9.23 415 ~.~ 0 ~':'.:J. v J
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METHOD OF CALCULAT/ON OF CRITICAL






- p= 400 It 10 -6 /;'4'"
17.9 J( /0 - 9 /n/in//iJ
~,.. = 2.2.,..350 II>,
ESTIMATED ~,= 2~,dOO 16.
CALCULATION OF RADIi/j OF
GYRATION ;::OR I<EDUC£lJ SECTION
L€ T ~ = I {/lVc</r ~£CTto",
Iz =I A£(.TAN6LE
A, :: A rca or v"c",f' s#c -1-/011
- 1I, -I, 29l- hi!'R = .. = F~
I-f A, - A l .sc9-hJ,
/-I--+--
R.1_/=ll~7
/?;_I = ,4?$ I"
Az = A"..t:I o~ 1'"ec.-!-QI1,gfe
R = RQdi,,~ of &..!:IYQ"'/on
b = b005C of Yec.f-a"'gle
h = q/fl+(jd~ or yttc.f-''''Sle.
-f--- 1-1
PROPERTY J£":TI"l!v
vv/o H.JLe. VVITH H'?£. Ii
AP.EA 1,5,9 /,279
II_I ,20,<;: .01.907
A 1_/ .~4J .476
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6£;':'- P Critical Load
No. in x 10 iE/ il1/1b. Inverse Sloye Estimated. Load
Iii x 10-~ lb. from test
lb.
2 400 17.9 22,3bO 22,300
5 300 25.3 11,850 11,050
,.. 4700 28.9 16,250 15,350
'1 460 26.8 17,200 16,500
9 43B 21.0 20,700 20,350
10 518 22.8 22,"150 23,800
11 450 27.3 16,500 16,000
12 535 26.6 20.1-:0 19,650
13 555 24.1 22,750 23,000
14 555 29.9 18,580 17,700
'fable 15
TABULATED VALUES FOR 1.~ODIFIED SECTIOn
Column Specimen LlR Critical piA
No. .uength ~ in. } Unred.uced. .r:.ed.uced .Load.
2 26.4 60.1 b5.2 22,350 17,500
5 48.3 110.0 1;)1.0 11,350 9,275
G 44.0 IJO.O 9_.4: 1;),250 12,7;)0
7 39.5 90.0 5~.) 17,200 13,"150
9 30.8 70.0 6"~. 5 20,700 16,200
10 22.0 50.0 46.1 22,750 17,>300
11 44.0 100.0 92.4 16,5::>0 12,SOO
12 35.2 80.0 72,.9 20,lJO 1::,725
l3 26.4 60.1 5 h .) 22,750 17,8~0v.L...J






P • 23,200 - 134 1:L for KL less than 109I r r
K ; 1 :; end condition

















(17) 1LCO~t op.cit., p. 176.
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acmcLusIOlrS
Considera.tion. of graph number sixteen shows tba t the
test points for the modified col.mnns fall well above the
predicted ultimates by the ALCOA. design fonnula, and
further that the design formula is conservative. Therefore,
the formula ma.y be appl.ied to an I-section providing the
redtlced value-s of area and radius of gyration are employed
in the formula.
A.recommendatiOll as a result of these tests is: that
the investigation be extended to a. further consideration
of removing more ma.terial. from the web and determining
that point at which the design formula. will no 10nger pre-
diot a safe co1umn load.. After the amount and loeation ot
the removed material from the web has been determined. it
will be possible to obta.in the best strength,...weight ratio.
Since the eeonomy of de.sign i6 pa~tia.lly reflected in
the weight of the member. it is an important consideration.
The most modern methods of test were employed in this
investigation to account for those factors which generally
contribute a large error to experimental. results. Highly
sensitive equipment. the SR-4 St.rain Gage. was used to
l1etermine aecu:rately the strain oceuring on the column
eross-section. The close results of the estimated load and
the J..oad predicted by the modified Southwell Method. are in
.exee1.l&nt agreement.
0.0
The se tests contribu.te further evidence to the growing
belief on the part of designers that the allowable stresses
used.. in d..esign should.. be increased.. The ltguaranteed.. mini-
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